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Abstract

Introduction: Drug sellers are often represented as morally bereft actors and as being, in part, responsible for North America's overdose crisis. In Canada and the United States, drug sellers selling fentanyl and fentanyl-adulterated drugs have been charged with manslaughter when their clients fatally overdose, representing a reenforcement of drug war tactics. However, targeting drug sellers for drug checking interventions may have potential for reducing fentanyl-related harms. This study explores drug sellers' negotiation of and engagement with drug checking technologies in Vancouver, Canada.

Methods: Rapid ethnographic fieldwork was conducted from November 2018 to January 2019, including 26 semi-structured interviews with people who tested their drugs at an overdose prevention site to examine perceptions of the efficacy of drug checking. As drug sellers were also using the drug checking services, we specifically examined their perceptions of drug checking and the market aspects of the overdose crisis. Data were analyzed using Nvivo 12 and interpreted drawing on the concept of structural vulnerability.

Findings: Drug sellers accessing drug checking services were concerned about the safety of their customers, and drug checking was one way of reducing the likelihood of harm. Drug sellers were embedded in the community, thereby, enmeshing practices of community care and ethics with the selling of drugs. When they had access to drug checking knowledge, sellers were able to modify risks related to the fentanyl market, including tailoring drugs sold to clients, returning dangerous batches and modifying fentanyl in order to make it safer to consume.

Conclusions: Our findings reposition drug sellers as embedded within their communities and demonstrate their potential role in alleviating the dangers of the volatile fentanyl market. Policies that target people who sell drugs, particularly murder or manslaughter charges, are likely to make the crisis worse, and serious consideration should be put into harm reduction approaches with drug sellers.

Introduction

North America is experiencing an unprecedented overdose crisis that is now driven largely by the replacement of semi-synthetic opioids (i.e., heroin, and oxycodone) in the illegal drug supply with illicitly-manufactured synthetic opioids (i.e., fentanyl and its analogues, U-47700; Hedegaard, Minño and Warner, 2018). Over the past several years, the drug market in the United States and Canada has seen fentanyl and heroin-fentanyl mixtures replace the traditional heroin market (Ciccarone, 2017). Fentanyl is said to be approximately 40 times more potent than heroin (Ciccarone, 2017), and fentanyl-heroin mixtures have varying degrees of potency. The variability and volatility of the drug market have been exacerbated as new compounds with varying degrees of potency proliferate alongside each other (Ciccarone et al., 2017). Between January 2016 and September 2018, approximately 10,000 people in Canada died of an opioid-related overdose, with 73% attributed to fentanyl and fentanyl analogues (Public Health Agency of Canada, 2019). Meanwhile, 67.8% of the approximately 70,237 overdose deaths in the United States in 2017 were attributed to fentanyl (Scholl et al., 2018).

In response to the overdose crisis, many jurisdictions in Canada and the United States have sought to implement harm reduction and addiction treatment interventions (Kilmer et al., 2018), including take-home naloxone, overdose prevention sites (OPS) and opioid agonist therapy (Strike & Watson, 2019) to mitigate the harms associated with an unregulated and volatile drug supply. Socio-political dynamics (e.g., political opposition, drug laws) have limited the coverage of these interventions in jurisdictions in both countries and resulted in disparities in access (Kilmer et al., 2018), particularly OPS (Kerr, Mitra, Kennedy & McNeil, 2017), and communities continue to campaign for their implementation (Roth et al., 2019). Amidst these ongoing efforts, drug checking is an emerging strategy that has garnered increased support as
a tool to reduce the likelihood of drug-related harms associated with fentanyl and fentanyl analogues (Bardwell & Kerr, 2018; Bardwell, Boyd, Arredondo, McNeil & Kerr, 2019a; Karamouzian et al., 2018), and one that may be easier to implement than other harm reduction interventions (e.g., OPS). Drug checking technologies, specifically fentanyl testing strips (FTS), can be provided in some jurisdictions without violating drug laws (Goldman et al., 2019), facilitating their expansion alongside political opposition to the expansion of other public health approaches to addressing adulteration within the drug supply (e.g., safer supply interventions; Tyndall, 2018).

Drug checking broadly refers to technologies or services where people who use drugs can test the contents of their drugs – for purity, adulterants, or for the presence of the desired drug depending on the technology (Harper, Powell & Pijl, 2017). State-run drug checking has existed in some countries in Western Europe since the 1990s (Barratt, Kowalski, Maier & Ritter, 2018) but its introduction in North America is relatively new. Western European drug checking programs were created largely to address drugs used in nightlife and festival settings (Barratt et al., 2018). However, the recent push to expand access to drug checking technologies in North America has been driven primarily to address people who use opioids, particularly, those who are either at risk of accidentally consuming fentanyl, or those who already do. The recent expansion of drug checking programs in the United States and Canada are part of a broader response to what researchers have termed the third wave of the opioid crisis (Ciccarone, 2017). There are many options currently implemented internationally in terms of drug checking that can detect fentanyl and fentanyl analogues including but not limited to: Gas Chromatography Mass Spectroscopy, High-Performance Liquid Chromatography, Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) and fentanyl test strips (FTS; Barratt et al., 2018; see Harper et al., 2017).

In relation to North America’s overdose crisis, drug checking programs first – and still most widely – have relied on the use of FTS. Earlier studies evaluating drug checking in Vancouver, Canada, have focused on the use of BTNX’s immunoassay FTS (Karamouzian et al., 2018). FTS test for the presence of fentanyl and some fentanyl analogues, although they are limited in that they cannot differentiate between analogues or determine the percentage of fentanyl (Sherman et al., 2018). Initially designed for urinary analysis of drugs (Amlani et al., 2015), FTS for the purpose of drug checking primarily occurs using water and a small sample of the drug (Karamouzian et al., 2018). Studies exploring prospective uptake of FTS in the past have found willingness to use FTS (Kennedy et al., 2018; Sherman et al., 2019), however, in research exploring the implementation of FTS at a supervised consumption facility in the Downtown Eastside uptake was relatively low (Karamouzian et al., 2018). While there was initial enthusiasm with implementing FTS, the effectiveness of FTS is potentially limited by changes in the opioid market, particularly, when fentanyl has almost entirely replaced heroin (BC Center for Disease Control, 2018; Pardo et al., 2019; Willyard, 2019). In contrast to Vancouver, in Rhode Island, a setting where demand for fentanyl is low, researchers found a high willingness to use FTS and found that participants who received a positive fentanyl test were more likely to report changing behavior before consumption (Krieger et al., 2018).

While the focus on the utility of drug checking has been shaped by its efficacy as a harm reduction strategy for people who use drugs, drug sellers’ use of the technology has been largely overlooked. Whereas providing drug checking information to people who use drugs may allow them to return their drugs (Measham, 2019), its impact could be increased were the people selling drugs to get their drugs tested before selling them. The positionality of drug sellers within the drug market make them an effective target for drug checking-related harm reduction interventions, as information for street-level drug contents could inform selling and communications strategies with buyers.

There are many different types of drug sellers and their ability to access drug checking/harm reduction services and affect the drug supply is also likely different depending on their position in the drug market. Researchers often differentiate between ‘open’ and ‘closed’ markets (Barnum, Campbell, Trochoc, Caplan & Kennedy, 2017; Mars et al., 2015). Open markets refer to selling drugs visibly on the street, where people who use drugs must know the seller, and may take place in SROs (Kerr, Small and Wood 2005; Mars et al., 2015). Further, there are also different typologies of drug sellers. Drug selling can include, “flipping” (Fast, Shoveller & Kerr, 2017) or “middling” (Small et al., 2013), where sellers obtain drugs for the purpose of reselling them to pay for their own use, small time drug selling, where individuals purchase drugs from a supplier to sell directly to people who use drugs, as well as sellers who may be higher up the distribution chain and sell in smaller quantities to other sellers and clients (what we refer to as mid-level sellers). As such, the distinction between drug seller and buyer is more fluid than conventional portrayals, even at different levels of the drug hierarchy (Boyd, 2014).

A further complication is the stigma and possibility of incarceration, which may make it harder for drug sellers to access harm reduction services, such as drug checking. Drug sellers face specific challenges because they have been historically portrayed as exploiting people who use drugs (Boyd, 2014; Carstairs, 1999; Coomber, 2006 23). With the increase in opioid-related overdose deaths, they have been implicated as responsible for the deaths of people who purchase their products (Dubinski, 2019; Peterson et al., 2019). Further, sellers have to operate in a market where trafficking of illegal substances can carry a high cost, such as imprisonment for life with a mandatory minimum sentence of one year (Controlled Drugs & Substances Act (CDSA), 1996, c19, 5), and stigmatization by society for their complicated role in selling opioids in a volatile drug market. The concept of structural vulnerability is further instructive in framing the risks incurred by drug sellers – here understood as how the position of groups and sub-groups of people within social hierarchies on the basis of intersecting social and structural forces (e.g., stigma, racism, criminalization, etc.) produce vulnerability to harm (Rhodes et al., 2012). For instance, the more visible nature of open markets means that they carry a greater risk of incarceration for seller and buyer in comparison to those working in closed markets (Barnum et al., 2017).

Many of these issues and concerns coalesce in Vancouver, Canada, a city that has played a unique role in cultivating drug checking technologies in North America due to the large number of deaths occurring within the city (BC Coroners Report, 2019) and its history of implementing novel harm reduction programs (Kerr, 2019). Early detection of fentanyl began in Vancouver in 2015 using FTS, by testing urine samples of people using heroin (Amlani et al., 2015). A pilot project was implemented in 2017 where the strips were used to test drug solution rather than urine (Karamouzian et al., 2018) and was the sole form of drug checking up until the FTIR was introduced in 2017 (Tupper, McCrae, Garber, Lysyshyn & Wood, 2018). As of November 2017, the British Columbia Centre on Substance Use began drug checking using Bruker’s ATR-FT-IR (FTIR) in combination with FTS. The FTIR cannot detect substances below a 3–4% limit, hence the complementary use of FTS; like FTS, it may carry trouble differentiating between analogues (McCrae, Tobias & Studen, 2019; Sherman et al., 2018). The FTIR can report approximate percentages for people using the service, although data on the effectiveness of the mixture analysis is limited (Tupper et al., 2018). While the authors are unaware of any literature pertaining to implementation of FTIR drug checking in the United States, research by Glick et al. (2019) found interest for drug checking implementation beyond FTS that was tempered by questions around implementation, as well as accuracy of results. Since its initial implementation, FTIR-based drug checking services have expanded, and now include several sites across British Columbia (BC Centre on Substance Use, 2019). What makes Vancouver drug checking services different than others offered internationally (i.e. in The Netherlands) is that it has not attempted to preclude drug sellers from using drug checking (Smit-Rigter & van der Gouwe, 2019).
While recent research has explored people who use drugs’ perceptions of sellers and drug checking (Bardwell et al., 2019a), there is little research on drug sellers who use these services. In this article, we explore the discourses that drug sellers have about the drug market and how drug checking affects their understanding of the drugs they are selling and strategies they employ to reduce harm. Further, we explore how drug checking results play in to communication of the quality of drugs to clients, and how it works to modify the drug market.

METHODS

Rapid ethnographic fieldwork was undertaken between November 2018 and January 2019 to explore the experiences and perceptions of people who use drugs in relation to new drug-checking services implemented in Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside. Rapid ethnography is an approach that has proven particularly useful during public health emergencies. Whereas traditional ethnography relies on immersion within a community, often that one has no previous familiarity to, rapid ethnography uses a researcher’s familiarity with the context of the research site to produce specific insights about particular research questions (Johnson & Padrós, 2017). As drug checking in Vancouver continues to evolve and its efficacy in this context is unclear (Bardwell et al., 2019a; Laing, Tupper & Fairbairn, 2018), rapid ethnography was a valuable approach for quickly generating insights into its usefulness for people who use drugs to inform the wider overdose response.

Between November 2018 and January 2019, the lead and second authors (AB, JV) conducted approximately 50 hrs of rapid ethnographic observation at an OPS in the Downtown Eastside. Participants were eligible for the study if they had used a drug checking service. All participants had used the drug checking service at the OPS where fieldwork was conducted and some had used at Insite or at another OPS in Vancouver. Participants were recruited from one OPS that offered FTIR drug checking in combination with test strips for fentanyl, benzodiazepines and LSD. We aimed to recruit a heterogeneous sample of participants who identified having made income selling drugs in the last 30 days.

Of the 26 semi-structured interviews conducted for this study, 14 reported having sold drugs in the last 30 days. The demographics of the larger study sample and the sub-sample of people selling drugs are reported in Table 1. Analysis of study data included both the larger sample and the sub-sample of participants, and aimed to explore the perspectives of drug sellers and the perceptions that people who did not sell drugs had about drug sellers who tested their substances. An initial coding scheme for the larger dataset were developed based on discussions among team members based on emerging observations (e.g., “Motivations for testing”, “instrumental use of results”, “trust in sellers”), as well as relevant topic areas from the interview guide. Data specifically from and related to sellers were coded using an iterative and inductive approach (Corbin & Strauss, 2008).

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Drug Sellers</th>
<th>Full Sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>26–53</td>
<td>26–53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>8 (57)</td>
<td>15 (58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indigenous</td>
<td>5 (36)</td>
<td>9 (35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
<td>2 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>8 (57)</td>
<td>13 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>6 (43)</td>
<td>13 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binning</td>
<td>3 (21)</td>
<td>4 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full time</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
<td>5 (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part time</td>
<td>4 (29)</td>
<td>11 (42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panhandling</td>
<td>3 (21)</td>
<td>4 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex work</td>
<td>3 (21)</td>
<td>4 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social assistance</td>
<td>12 (86)</td>
<td>19 (73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>4 (29)</td>
<td>7 (27)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Demographics of participants who had used drug checking including subsample of participants who identified having made income selling drugs in the last 30 days.

* Participants could report more than one source of income.

The researchers recognize that in the act of constituting an account one is engaging in a representation (Tallbear, 2015), as are the participants. In that sense the accounts are shaped by the conditions and history of research in the Downtown Eastside (Haraway, 1988; Culhane, 2011). Data were interpreted by drawing on the concept of structural vulnerability to situate their experiences in relation to overlapping social and structural oppressions that shape the lives of drug-using populations, including drug criminalization and poverty (Rhodes et al., 2012). Nvivo 12 was used to organize and code the data into themes and sub-themes.

**FINDINGS**

**Situating the risks of selling drugs**

Within the context of a criminalized drug market, participants had to balance several competing risks, namely structural vulnerabilities. These structural vulnerabilities stemmed from the need to balance risks associated with drug law enforcement (i.e., arrest and incarceration) against the need to make money to support themselves and their drug use within in a wider social system that limits employment opportunities for PWUD (Boyd et al., 2018) and in a city that lacks adequate affordable housing (York, Chan, Mugabo & Taylor, 2019). Intensive police presence, combined with widespread fentanyl adulteration within Vancouver’s drug market, can create extra risks for sellers in the Downtown Eastside (Bardwell et al., 2019a; Collins et al., 2019). Police presence near the OPS was noticeable during fieldwork and, in several instances, police were parked adjacent to the OPS. Participants engaged in perceived harm reduction tactics in an attempt to negate some of the risks of being a person that used and sold drugs within this context. ‘John,’ for example, had his heroin tested to make sure that it did not contain fentanyl:

*When I first started with fentanyl, I didn’t want fentanyl in my heroin, so I went and I got the spectrometer to test. They said there was no fentanyl in it. I went out, I got arrested with the no-fentanyl heroin that I had, and they sent it to Health Canada and Health Canada said there was 0. – 0.10... like the smallest amount of fentanyl in it, and I already got it tested there. There was none. With this strip and everything, and there was no fentanyl in it. [35-year-old white man]*

He later explained that he had been charged with a higher penalty than if he had just been carrying heroin. He expressed that, because of the...
overdose crisis, people selling drugs faced potentially harsher penalties such as manslaughter charges. Despite being unaware that he was carrying fentanyl at all, he believed that he had been perceived as ‘morally culpable’, viewed as part of the problem driving the overdose crisis.

Motivations for testing

Sellers as a source of harm reduction

Whereas sellers are often characterized as morally bereft actors preying on people who use drugs (Boyd, 2014; Goorber, 2006), sellers articulated how they attempted to mitigate the risks associated with a volatile drug market. Participants both used the drugs that they sold and brought them in for testing despite the potential legal ramifications associated with a police presence surrounding OPS sites – here prioritizing the need to maximize safety over their structural vulnerability to arrest. For those buying and selling small amounts of drugs or whose suppliers were inconsistent, drug-checking operated as a tool for avoiding “bunk” (i.e., drugs containing substances such as drywall with no fentanyl, drugs with undesired substances). As well as dealing with the risk of arrest, some participants worried about the impacts that their drug selling could have on friends and community members. Sellers accounts demonstrate that they were embedded within the Downtown Eastside community rather than being sellers who did not use their drugs or who were not members of this community.

Participants who sold drugs often requested the mixture analysis to determine the percentage of fentanyl contained in their samples. Sellers considered the percentages fairly reliable, and trusted the effectiveness of the technology (although some wished for more accuracy below the 5% limit due in part to the existence of carfentanil a highly potent fentanyl analogue). Determining the potency of fentanyl-adulterated drugs provided sellers with information that they could give customers as a harm reduction strategy:

Amber: People are wanting to know, like, you know what I mean? Like, how much fentanyl and it’s kind of better to say to someone, “Well, mine tested at this many percent,” right? … So then people know what they’re taking, and whether there’s more or less, right? …

Interviewer: Do you use the numbers that you get from here to let people know?

Amber: It’s good to be able to tell people. Because it can help you, or it can maybe not help you. [33 year-old white woman]

Participants noted a growing interest among customers for drug checking results. While customer interest may play a role in why people choose to disseminate information about their drug checking results, there were other reasons that drug sellers were interested in testing their drugs.

Participants expressed that they were motivated to keep their customers alive amidst day-to-day variations of fentanyl-adulteration within the illegal drug supply that could impact customers differently based on their opioid tolerance levels. Notably, overdose vulnerability is amplified by the intersection of structural conditions and experiences of opioid reinitiation and withdrawal (e.g., following release from prison, addiction treatment or hospital, when precarous drug use patterns are interrupted), leading to differences in opioid tolerance (Joudrey et al., 2019). Participants reported that information on fentanyl content and potency obtained from the FTIR impacted what drugs they sold and to whom:

I was just curious on what the percentage of my dope was, just because I wanted to make sure when I’m selling it to somebody, that I’m selling them not only the right amount but I’m not selling to somebody who has a very low tolerance and might die, as opposed to somebody like myself, like who use a lot, a lot of drugs [Sam, 40 year-old, Indigenous, man]

Participants reported that knowing the potency of their product allowed them to tailor their drug-selling approaches so as to avoid accidentally killing customers, particularly those with heightened overdose vulnerability. Participants had lost friends and family and noted that the Downtown Eastside community had been negatively impacted by the number of fentanyl-related overdoses. Even amidst concerns about their role as sellers, participants expressed resignation surrounding an overdose crisis driven by adulterated drugs and awareness of the structural vulnerabilities produced by criminalization. One participant who sold small amounts of methamphetamine and was observed regularly attending the OPS noted that he did not sell fentanyl:

I couldn’t live with killing one of my friends, or anybody. Anybody’s kid. […] Anybody’s kid out there. Because a lot of us just don’t want to die. A lot of us just want to get out of our own heads for a couple hours, right? [Neil, 38 year-old, Indigenous, man]

Communication and trust

In a market with a large number of drug sellers, having a consistent supply can be important for distinguishing oneself as a ‘good drug seller’ that people want to buy from and building trust in contrast to a ‘bad drug seller’, who sells low quality, or “bunk” drugs. Some participants noted that one of the ways trust is developed is through consuming their own products. ‘Sarah’, a 33-year-old white woman, explained how her own consumption played into establishing trust:

I wouldn’t… I just don’t ever sell dope that’s not that great, because I just… I’m not… I’m known for actually having decent… because people know that I won’t sell stuff that I don’t do

The results from the drug checking service are given to drug checking clients on a slip (see Fig. 1) of paper. The slips have the potential to be used by drug sellers to prove the contents of their drugs to potential buyers. ‘Nick’, a 43-year-old Indigenous man who used drugs but did not sell them, first pointed out to us that sellers may be using the slips to establish trust between them and their clients:

I first heard about [drug checking] on the street from people. People were talking about it, you can go test your drugs. Because [they] really respect the dealer that is going to go and check his drugs before he puts it out there. That shows a lot about somebody. […] It’s really important. Instead of everybody having to check it, the dealer just checks it, and you save a lot of problems right there. […] They take out their piece of paper and some people use it as a leverage also – kind of like, ‘my dope is stronger and safer…’ and you can choose people that [way].

Nick suggested that drug sellers were using the test results to demonstrate purity and a stable supply. Another participant who sold drugs referred to sellers that tested their drugs back when only FTSs were available as sellers who “had ethics”. Rather than a primary tool for trust, however, drug checking slips were one tool among many used by sellers to establish and maintain trust.

Understanding and interpreting testing results

Some participants reported wanting to test their drugs so that they could compare across different batches purchased from different suppliers. Whereas some drug sellers were looking for what they perceived to be middle-range fentanyl to sell (~15–20% fentanyl to mannitol/caffeine), others were looking for a consistently strong dose (~ >30%). There are many factors that affect optimal dose and as such, percentage may be the preferred way of obtaining information about the potency of one’s drugs (Bardwell, Boyd, Tupper & Kerr, 2019b). Drug checking acted as a way of informing future purchases or for the purposes of identifying inferior or dangerous product (e.g., potent batches or batches adulterated with synthetic cannabinoids or benzodiazepines). As one seller noted:

I’ve gone through every dealer. I’ve always tried, I wanted the very best, so we know roughly that I’m the top two or three dealers that got the strongest fentanyl, just by trying, going through people’s stuff and then using that spectrometer too. [‘Sandra’, 43 year-old white woman]
Drug checking results could be used to test across different batches of drugs, potentially acting as quality control in a volatile and unpredictable drug market.

While drug sellers sometimes directly relayed these percentages to potential customers, some translated those percentages into more easily interpretable language, such as “strong” (i.e., high level of fentanyl) or “weak” (low level of fentanyl). The onsite technician relayed that about 10–18% was the average strength of fentanyl found in Vancouver, and shared this information with participants to raise awareness of the expected strength of fentanyl locally. Participants did not seem to use the results from drug checking slips primarily for the purposes of marketing and instead relied on more traditional forms of trust to convey the quality of their product. Having a good reputation was considered a stronger determinant of quality than the piece of paper given to people who had their drugs tested. A few drug sellers noted that people trusted the quality of their drugs by their reputation – including their own standards of the drugs they themselves use and consistency of reported potency in their supply.

Modifying markets

Participants used the drug checking service as a form of quality control and as a tool to return undesired drugs. In two cases, participants reported modifying the potency of their fentanyl to make it sellable to consumers. Fentanyl modification possibly is a strategy for supplying drugs that meet consumer demands.

Returning fentanyl – “It’s good business”

Participants varied in their capacity to return drugs, which was determined by their level within the distribution chain and level of trust with suppliers. Drug sellers that could return drugs framed the ability to return undesired drugs primarily as an example of good business practice. ‘John’ bought approximately $2000 CAD of fentanyl at a time and referred to being able to return his drugs as how business was done. The drugs of concern that participants mentioned during fieldwork were benzodiazepines, dimethyltryptamine (DMT) and synthetic cannabinoids. One of the exemplar “bad” drug batches that was discussed during the fieldwork was “trippy dope” – that is, a batch that was said to contain DMT and was associated with hallucinations. When one of the participants was asked why he used drug checking, he noted he used it to make sure that the correct adulterants were in it as opposed to DMT. When asked what he would do were he to have gotten trippy dope, John said:

[I would have] Taken it back to my person where I get them from and got

Fig. 1. Example of drug checking results.
my money back. [...] It's fine, yeah. It's proper business. I shouldn't have a problem returning their product.

Others agreed that they could normally return a product if the product they were being sold was not what they expected. For example, 'Nick', a 40-year old Indigenous man, submitted drugs to be checked when we started the interview. Testing was taking longer that day, likely because a text alert had gone out through an emergency alert system (Real-time Drug Alert & Response text alert system operated by Vancouver Coastal Health and the British Columbia Centre for Disease Control; Vancouver Coastal Health, 2019) warning of a batch of purple fentanyl alleged to be carfentanil. It was his first time testing his drugs, and the FTIR had been unable to find any fentanyl in his sample though FTS had. Sam at first expressed curiosity about testing his drugs, but his interest increased once his test results provided him with justification for returning his drugs:

Yes, [his supplier] would [take the drugs back], absolutely. I don't see why not. I'd be like, 'Look dude, you try it.' Don't want to spend my money on something that's not even what it is... It's like going to a store to buy milk and you end up walking out with something else, you know what I mean? Like yogurt or something.

There were, however, two examples where participants could not return their drugs. In both cases, the participants did not sell drugs in large quantities, occupied low levels within dealing hierarchies, and it was unclear whether they were referring to drugs that they purchased primarily for personal consumption or for the purposes of selling. They referenced suppliers questioning their trustworthiness with the drugs they had purchased. For those where low levels of trust intersect with a low positionality within the market, dangerous drugs had to be disposed of, consumed, or presumably sold despite the risks.

Fentanyl modification

Two drug sellers reported modifying fentanyl using mannitol (sugar) and caffeine based on drug checking results. One participant explicitly said that he was purchasing fentanyl in bulk, whereas the other participant noted that he would modify his fentanyl if its percentage was not in the range (15–20%) that his clients expected. A couple of other participants also reported that modification was beginning to occur with more frequency. As many participants noted, mannitol and caffeine have become the standard excipients for fentanyl in Vancouver – that is, used mannitol and caffeine to make the fentanyl less dangerous for clients and reduce overdose risk. Sellers used the drug checking service to test the quality of their supply, as well as to inform efforts to modify fentanyl (e.g., adding mannitol and caffeine) in an effort to make it safer for clients and reduce overdose risk.

In one instance, we saw a person being treated by medical staff when we arrived at the OPS. OPS staff told us that the person had consumed a ‘light-green’ fentanyl and when the overdose occurred, it presented in such a way that it seemed like the person’s “heart looked like it would come out of their chest” (i.e., excessive heart palpitations). John, who had some of the light-green fentanyl offered to test his for the OPS staff, as the person overdosing had used all of theirs. When asked what would happen if he received a high-test result on his fentanyl, John explained that he would cut it to make it safer for street purchases:

John: You're supposed to [cut it] because it's too strong to put out as is.

Interviewer: Oh, okay. So, you do that to make sure that it's like kind of...

John: It's street level, yeah.

I: So, how much? Like, can you just give me an average – like, how much do you have to cut it down to make it like street level?

John: Eight to one. [...] So, if I got one 8-ball of this stuff, I have to put eight more 8-balls with it of mannitol and caffeine.

I: So, you must be getting like super potent... basically like you're just getting fentanyl?

John: 80 percent. It should be.

Participants mixing their own fentanyl cited mannitol as an effective excipient for hardening fentanyl, and John noted that it might provide for better mixing. Participants operate in an ambiguous space between the desire to make money and not kill their customers while also navigating the illegality of drugs and preparation processes under drug criminalization. As noted in the quote above, modifying the percentage of the fentanyl was about achieving an ideal strength that would both position one's fentanyl as strong enough and yet strong enough to be dangerous. Another drug seller noted that, if he were to purchase a really weak batch of fentanyl, he would probably recut it to make it sellable on the market.

Some drug sellers sought to modify either overly potent batches of fentanyl or extremely weak batches for the purposes of being able to give clients a consistent strength of fentanyl rather than a variable one. Achieving a consistent strength served as a way of establishing a good reputation within an illicit market where the drug potency and contents are highly volatile. The modification and branding of fentanyl (by making fentanyl particular colours), however, might not be as consistent as they may expect. One seller, who pointed out that people were “mixing their own fentanyl,” noted that she had acquired two different batches of fentanyl that had tested differently on the FTIR:

Because this time, this batch that I have now, is not as strong as the other batch was, from the same people. I think they're mixing their own dope.

[Sandra: 43 year-old white woman]

DISCUSSION

In summary, our findings demonstrate that drug sellers used information from drug checking to minimize the harms associated with fentanyl. Drug sellers sought ways to provide quality products, and drug checking was one tool among many that they used to tailor the strength of their fentanyl to reduce risk and maintain trust with their clients. While some drug sellers reported that they could return ‘bunk’ drugs to their suppliers, others operating on lower rungs of the drug selling hierarchy and who were already deemed less trustworthy lacked that capacity. Finally, some drug sellers used the drug checking service to test the quality of their supply, as well as to inform efforts to modify fentanyl (e.g., adding mannitol and caffeine) in an effort to make it safer for clients and reduce overdose risk.

Previous research has indicated that drug sellers recognized the risks associated with the volatility of the illegal drug supply, and attempted to mitigate risks for clients even when such information could negatively affect their drug selling transactions. While previous literature has recognized this as a possibility, it has normally situated drug sellers using drug checking services as something to be avoided (Measham, 2019). In examining drug sellers use of these technologies, our study supports calls by drug policy reformers and harm reductionists to include drug sellers as part of the solution to reducing harms from the fentanyl-driven overdose crisis (Blanchard, 2019). One of the major barriers to including drug sellers within a harm reduction framework is the high-risk nature of drug sellers accessing OPS (Bardwell et al., 2019a; Collins et al., 2019). Drug sellers navigate structural vulnerabilities that include the potential of facing harsher penalties for selling fentanyl than other drugs, thereby increasing barriers to accessing harm reduction services (Dubinski, 2019). It seems unlikely that higher penalties (e.g., manslaughter charges, longer jail sentences) are reasonable given considering the structural vulnerability that sellers face, nor will they be
effective in removing fentanyl from the drug market (Peterson et al., 2019; Beletsky, 2019), especially given that drug selling is often one of the few income generating opportunities available to people who use drugs (Kerr et al., 2008). Rather, to reduce the harms created by a volatile drug market in the absence of urgently needed measures to expand access to a regulated supply of drugs, public health should lower barriers to access including providing drug checking in settings where sellers can access them with less fear of arrest.

Sellers have frequently been portrayed as villains during the overdose crisis (CBC News, 2017; Drug Policy, 2019) and law enforcement officials in North America have increasingly prosecuted sellers with manslaughter and homicide charges (Dubinski, 2019; Ramsay, 2019). Our findings challenge these portrayals by demonstrating that drug sellers are diverse, with moral codes that shape selling practices and, among our participants, seek to reduce overdose risks even while balancing their structural vulnerability to arrest and incarceration (Bourgeois, 2003; Fast et al., 2017; Palamar, Acosta, Sutherland, Sheddin & Barratt, 2019). Further, they extend recent research by Palamar et al. (2019), where drug sellers were found to act in a way that was driven both by market self-interest and through what the authors describe as altruism. Rather than situating drug sellers’ motivations within a complicated ethics of altruism, we argue for evaluating their motivations through a lens in which drug selling and harm reduction are embedded within a notion of community care (Race, 2008) – that sees care as a practice actors do for themselves and their communities (relationality), while recognizing the barriers that affect/shape that care (Duff, 2015). In a market where fentanyl has replaced heroin, sellers have few choices other than to sell fentanyl and yet were motivated to check the potency of their drugs and relay that information to clients. More research is needed to explore how drug sellers may implement harm reduction in the midst of an overdose crisis, where options for protecting their clients are limited by a volatile drug supply.

Within a rapidly evolving illicit drug market, establishing trust with one’s seller is paramount both for the client and the seller in order to remain competitive (Bardwell et al., 2019a; Carroll, Marshall, Rich & Green, 2017). Drug sellers must weigh making profit with keeping return customers (Mars et al., 2015). Rather than being the primary tool for establishing trust, drug checking results were seen as one of many things used to initiate and maintain trust with their clients (e.g., personal consumption of one’s drugs, retaining drug-checking results) and rather seemed useful only once trust had been established. Sellers might share the direct results from drug checking, but also communicate percentages to clients through vaguer language such as “strong” or “weak”, suggesting that drug checking may be more of a useful heuristic for determining potency. This research builds on previous literature exploring drug selling, drug checking and trust (Bardwell et al., 2019a), namely how drug checking could potentially work as a tool for trust with sellers and is likely situated within a broader regime of honesty and transparency.

In contrast to previous research in the US (Mars, Rosenblum and Ciccarone, 2019), our findings suggest that a number of mid-level dealers in Vancouver might be modifying drugs containing fentanyl. Rather than typical narratives of adulteration – where sellers only do so to increase profit (Morelato, Franscella, Esseiva & Broséus, 2019), manitol and caffeine were used as excipients. Equipped with information about the contents of their drugs, drug sellers could play an important harm reduction role in removing highly potent batches of fentanyl from the market, as well as other dangerous substances such as synthetic canabinoids and benzodiazepines (Blanchard, 2019). That fentanyl is being mixed at lower levels of the drug market, provides opportunities for harm reduction interventions that involve sellers in reducing harm. At minimum, better availability of drug checking services, particularly more advanced methods that provide more accurate information (e.g., High-Performance Liquid Chromatography), could be used for more effective drug checking, including the identification of new adulterants such as benzodiazepines (Kerr & Tupper, 2017). In doing so, public health must reimagine the relationship between harm reduction and drug sellers to more directly affect the fentanyl drug market and be accompanied by reforms, including drug decriminalization, that maximize their effectiveness. However, while drug checking represents one way of lowering risk, it cannot replace more comprehensive programs, such the implementation of interventions providing access to a regulated supply of currently illicit drugs, that must be pursued to more fully address the current public health crisis (Tydal, 2018).

This study has several limitations. Participants were recruited from one OPS and therefore, our findings might not transfer to sellers who check their drugs in other settings or contexts. Sellers in our subsample might have been less concerned regarding potential arrest as they were already accessing the OPS and these spaces are perceived as safe (McNeil & Small, 2014), whereas sellers in other contexts might report policing as a barrier to accessing drug checking. Further, as is consistent with the wider literature (Bourgeois, 2002), social desirability might have influenced participant responses.

In conclusion, our findings suggest that some drug sellers play an important role in regulating the drug market in lieu of effective state regulation of drugs. Rather than the caricatured villains portrayed in the media, sellers desired the capacity to keep their clients safe – drug checking was one such way that they did that even as the structural violence faced by drug sellers threatened to constrain their engagement with harm reduction. While drug sellers have not frequently been targeted for harm reduction interventions, as the overdose crisis continues to worsen, all options for reducing harm should be explored including providing services for drug sellers to reduce harm to the best of their ability. Stronger enforcement of drug laws at the expense of low and mid-level drug sellers who are attempting to mitigate harm to the best of their ability is counterintuitive to the goal of reducing overdose deaths. Unless safe supply is implemented, and the structural barriers that require one to sell drugs are addressed, drug checking can provide an effective harm reduction tool for addressing some of the dangers of a volatile drug market.
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